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Abstract
In support of speech-driven question answering, we propose a
method to construct N-gram language models for recognizing
spoken questions with high accuracy. Question-answering sys-
tems receive queries that often consist of two parts: one conveys
the query topic and the other is a fixed phrase used in query
sentences. A language model constructed by using a target col-
lection of QA, for example, newspaper articles, can model the
former part, but cannot model the latter part appropriately. We
tackle this problem as task adaptation from language models ob-
tained from background corpora (e.g., newspaper articles) to the
fixed phrases, and propose a method that does not use the task-
specific corpus, which is often difficult to obtain, but instead
uses only manually listed fixed phrases. The method empha-
sizes a subset of N-grams obtained from a background corpus
that corresponds to fixed phrases specified by the list. Theoret-
ically, this method can be regarded as maximizing a posteriori
probability (MAP) estimation using the subset of the N-grams
as a posteriori distribution. Some experiments show the effec-
tiveness of our method.

1. Introduction
Question answering (QA) was first evaluated largely at TREC-
8[11]. The goal in the QA task is to retrieve small snippets
of text that contain the actual answer to a question rather than
the document lists traditionally returned by text retrieval sys-
tems. We are trying to extend question-answering systems as
traditional text retrieval systems[3] that accept spoken queries.
In this paper, we address issues related to language modeling
for the speech recognition subsystem of speech-driven question-
answering systems.

Question-answering systems receive queries that often con-
sist of a part that conveys various query contents about, for
example, newspaper articles, and a part that represents a fixed
phrase for query sentences. For example, the following query
may be submitted.

seN / kyu-/ hyaku/ nana / ju- / roku / neN / ni / kasei
/ ni / naN / chakuriku / shita / taNsaki / wa / naN / to
/ yu- / namae /desu / ka
(What was the name of the spacecraft that landed
safely on Mars in 1976?)

The first half of the query, i.e., “seN kyu- hyaku nana ju- roku
neN ni kasei ni naN chakuriku shita taNsaki wa (the space-
craft that landed safely on Mars in 1976)”, conveys the topic of
the retrieval, and is best dealt with by using an N-gram model
trained with the target documents of QA systems. In this paper,
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aper articles are used for the target documents[4]. On the
hand, the latter half of the query, i.e., “naN to yu- namae
a (What was the name?)”, is a fixed phrase typically used
rrogative questions, but is not very frequent in newspaper
s. Thus, we require language models that can deal with
ypes of fragments.
te that recognizing the fixed phrases with high accuracy
cial to success in question answering, because they con-
lues to determine the query type[6]. For example, a fixed
e might indicate that the answer should be a name of some
t as in the last example, while another might indicate that
swer should be a date of some event (e.g., in English, “On
date was...”).
ere has been work on language model adaptation in which
age models for a specific task were constructed from both
e general-purpose corpus and a relatively small task-
c corpus. Using this approach, we can construct a lan-
model for question answering from both a large number
eric newspaper articles and a small number of query sen-
for QA.

e issue that should be considered when using this ap-
h is how the task-specific corpus should be acquired. If
rpus does not exist already, it must be collected somehow
er, and collecting a new corpus directly from practical
always expensive, even if the resulting corpus is small.
ative methods have been proposed to obtain a consider-
mount of task-specific corpus indirectly, including such
ds as: automatically generating sentences from a hand-
task-specific grammar[5]; incorporating a task-specific
ar-based model into the background N-gram[1]; and uti-

the results of speech recognition using a general-purpose
age model[8, 9].
our case, the number of the fixed phrases used in QA is
enough for all the patterns to be enumerated by hand.

we can inexpensively prepare a list of phrases instead of
ting a corpus of query sentences. In this paper, we pro-
method of constructing language models for question an-

ng from a target collection (e.g., newspaper articles) and a
the fixed phrases typically used in interrogative questions.
ethod emphasizes N-gram subsets corresponding to the

phrases and can be considered as a variant of a maximum a
iori probability (MAP) estimation using the N-gram sub-
f a background corpus as an a posteriori distribution.

2. The Method
e 1 illustrates our proposed method of adapting a language
l for fixed phrases. The list of fixed phrases is used to se-
e subset of N-grams related to the phrases. Then, adding
bset to the original N-grams produces the adapted model.
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Figure 1: Language model adaptation using a list of fixed
phrases

2.1. Language model adaptation for fixed phrases

Let S be a set of sentences. Let SF P be a subset of S that con-
sists only of sentences that have the fixed phrases specified by
the list. Let P be a language model for generating sentences
s(∈ S) obtained from a general-purpose background corpus.
The aim of the language model adaptation for the fixed phrases
is to obtain the adapted language model P ′, which gives rela-
tively high probabilities to the sentences ŝ ∈ SF P but preserves
the order relations on the sentences s ∈ S − SF P as much as
possible.

The generative probability that the sentence ŝ includes a
fixed phrase ŵp · · · ŵq is:

P (ŝ) =

n∏

i=1

P (wi|w1 · · ·wi−1)

≈ P (w1)P (w2|w1) · · ·P (wi|wi−1
i−N+1) · · ·

· · ·P (ŵp|wp−1
p−N+1)P (ŵp+1|wp−1

p−N+2ŵp−1) · · ·
· · ·P (ŵp+N−2|wp−1ŵ

p+N−3
p ) · · ·

· · ·P (ŵp+N−1|ŵp+N−2
p ) · · ·

· · ·P (ŵq|ŵq−1
q−N+1)P (wq+1|ŵq

q−N+2) · · ·
· · ·P (wm|wm−1

m−N+1)

The following components of the above equation are important
in obtaining P ′:

P (ŵp|wp−1
p−N+1) · · ·P (ŵp+N−2|wp−1ŵ

p+N−3
p ), (a)

P (ŵp+N−1|ŵp+N−2
p ) · · ·P (ŵq|ŵq−1

q−N+1). (b)

The component (a) corresponds to the generative probabili-
ties of the prefix words of the fixed phrases, each of which, in its
condition part, has one or more words other than those that con-
sist of the fixed phrases. The component (b) corresponds to the
generative probabilities of the intermediate words of the fixed
phrases, each of which has only the words of the fixed phrases
in its condition part.

The adapted model P ′ is calculated using the following two
steps.

i. Revise the maximum likelihood estimates of P :

PML(1)(wi)PML(2)(wi|wi−1) · · ·PML(N)(wi|wi−1
i−N+1),

which are calculated for each length n(1 ≤ n ≤ N).

ii. Apply back-off smoothing to integrate the revised ML es-
timates P ′

ML(n)(wi|wi−1
i−n+1)(1 ≤ n ≤ N).

Th
PML(

calcul
gener
have t

2.2. R

For a
timate
tained
follow

(1).

(2).

(3).
e proposed method emphasizes only the carefully selected
n)s that are meaningful for following back-off smoothing
ation, to make the produced model harmless to the other
ative probabilities assigned to the sentences that do not
he fixed phrases.

evision of the maximum likelihood estimate

ll lengths n(1 ≤ n ≤ N), the maximum likelihood es-
s PML(n)(wi|wi−1

i−n+1) of the N-gram probability P ob-
from the background corpus are revised to P ′

ML by the
ing procedure.

If the postfix wi−k+1 · · ·wi(1 ≤ k < n) of the
word sequence wi−n+1 · · ·wi is equal to the prefix
ŵp · · · ŵp+k−1 of one of the fixed phrases ŵp · · · ŵq, then
emphasize the PML as follows:

P ′
ML(n)(ŵp+k−1|wp−1

p−n+kŵp+k−2
p ) =

βn(wp−1
p−n+kŵp+k−2

p ) ·
γPML(n)(ŵp+k−1|wp−1

p−n+kŵp+k−2
p )

Otherwise, go to step (2).

For example, for tri-grams, for all context word sequences
wp−2wp−1, we have:

P ′
ML(3)(ŵp+1|wp−1ŵp) =

β3(wp−1ŵp) · γPML(3)(ŵp+1|wp−1ŵp)

P ′
ML(2)(ŵp+1|ŵp) =

β2(ŵp) · γPML(2)(ŵp+1|ŵp)

P ′
ML(3)(ŵp|wp−2wp−1) =

β3(wp−2wp−1) · γPML(3)(ŵp|wp−2wp−1)

P ′
ML(2)(ŵp|wp−1) =

β2(wp−1) · γPML(2)(ŵp|wp−1)

P ′
ML(1)(ŵp) = β1(ε) · γPML(1)(ŵp)

If the word sequence wi−n+1 · · ·wi is equal to the
subsequence ŵi−n+1 · · · ŵi of one of the fixed phrases
ŵp · · · ŵq then emphasize only the longest N-gram proba-
bility PML(N) as follows:

P ′
ML(N)(ŵi|ŵi−1

i−N+1) =

βN (ŵi−1
i−N+1) · γPML(N)(ŵi|ŵi−1

i−N+1)

Otherwise, go to step (3).

For example, for tri-grams, only the tri-gram probability
should be emphasized:

P ′
ML(3)(ŵi|ŵi−2ŵi−1) =

β3(ŵi−2ŵi−1) · γPML(3)(ŵi|ŵi−2ŵi−1)

For all n (1 ≤ n ≤ N ), the revised probability is:

P ′
ML(n)(wi|wi−1

i−n+1) =

βn(wi−1
i−n+1) · PML(n)(wi|wi−1

i−n+1)
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Figure 2: Emphasizing N-gram Counts (for tri-grams)

where γ(≥ 1) is a multiplier that emphasizes the selected N-
grams, and β1(ε) · · ·βN (wi−1

i−N+1) are normalized coefficients
that make the probabilities sum to one.

This can be seen as the task adaptation process by maximum
a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation[2] using the N-gram
subsets corresponding to the fixed phrases as task specific data
for adaptation, because P ′

ML is equivalent to the maximum
likelihood estimate calculated from the N-gram counts C′

n of
each length n(1 ≤ n ≤ N) obtained by emphasizing the se-
lected subset of the original N-gram counts C, as shown in Fig.
2.

P ′
ML(n)(wi|wi−1

i−n+1) =
C′

n(wi
i−n+1)∑

wi
C′

n(wi
i−n+1)

2.3. Back-off smoothing

Back-off smoothing integrates the revised ML probabilities
P ′

ML(n) of each length n to produce the final adapted language
model. Any back-off smoothing method can be applied, ex-
cept that the discount coefficient should be calculated using the
a priori knowledge of the adaptation, i.e., the N-gram counts
obtained from the background corpus.

For example, for Witten-Bell smoothing [10], the following
discount coefficient d′

wi
i−n+1

should be used for the proposed

method.

d′
wi

i−n+1
P ′

ML(n)(wi|wi−1
i−n+1)

=
Cn(wi

i−n+1)

{∑
wi

Cn(wi
i−n+1)} + r(wi−1

i−n+1)

where r is the number of different words appearing after the
word context wi−1

i−n+1 in the background corpus.

3. Experimental Results
We extracted N-gram counts of 20,000 words that were ob-
tained from newspaper articles collected over 111 months. As
task-specific training data, we developed a word network for the
Japanese fixed phrases used for question answering. From the
network, we extracted a list of all the 172 fixed phrases that were
acceptable to the network. Then we compared several adapta-
tion methods including that mentioned in this paper. We applied
Witten-Bell discounting[10] for all methods.

We first made the N-gram model from only the newspaper
articles as the baseline (referred to as the BASE model). As
a conventional MAP adaptation method[2], we mixed two sets
of N-gram counts obtained from newspaper articles and the list
of fixed phrases (magnified by w), and obtained the adapted
model referred to as MIX. As the method proposed in this paper,
we magnified N-gram counts corresponding to the fixed phrases
in the N-gram of newspaper articles (by γ), and obtained the
adapted model referred to as EMP. Finally, using the method
that we had previously proposed [1], we integrated the N-gram
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e 3: A word network for the Japanese fixed phrases fre-
ly used in queries for QA

spaper articles and the word network for fixed phrases
ified by γ), and obtained the adapted model referred to as

prepared 100 sentences from the newspaper articles (re-
to as NP) and 50 query sentences for the QA system (re-
to as QA), and these were recorded for four speakers (two
nd two women). Though the word network was relatively
and had only 33 nodes (31 words), 36 of the 50 queries
e fixed phrases characterized in the network.
used an existing N-gram decoder [7] for the recogni-

xperiments. The language model weight and the insertion
ty were set to the best values for the newspaper (BASE)
l. The results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
ure 4 shows the relations between word error rate (WER)
e parameter (w or γ) with respect to both the target QA
P. The best results with respect to QA of BASE, MIX, EMP
ET are obtained by adjusting the parameter to 16.9, 15.4,
nd 14.7, respectively. The proposed model EMP outper-
d the other models, while it did not worsen the WER for
ntences that did not have the fixed phrases (NP).
ure 5 shows the difference between WERs for the first
red to as FH) and latter (referred to as LH) half of the
ogative sentences (QA). We divided each sentence of QA
rst and latter half by using a Japanese WH-word as the
ary (the latter half included the WH-word), and investi-
the WERs of both halves separately. Note that the latter

s roughly correspond to the fixed phrases. It indicated that
oposed method (EMP) best reduced the WER correspond-
the fixed phrases (LH), while it did not worsen the WER

e other part of the input sentences (FH).

4. Conclusion
ve proposed methods for language model adaptation that

e recognition of spoken queries submitted to QA systems
igh accuracy. The method does not require a task-specific
s but, instead, uses a list of fixed phrases enumerated by
Our experiments showed that the method outperformed

ventional language model adaptation method in terms of
cognition accuracy. The proposed methods can be used
her task-adaptation problems in language modeling where
riation in expressions to be adapted is relatively small al-
g for these expressions to be enumerated by hand without
ting a new text corpus.
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Figure 4: The relation between word error rate and the parameter.
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Figure 5: Word error rates for first and latter halves of sentences (QA).
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